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1 Abstract

2 Distinguishing coral species is not only crucial for physiological, ecological and 

3 evolutionary studies, but also to enable effective management of threatened reef ecosystems. 

4 However, traditional hypotheses that delineate coral species based on morphological traits from 

5 the coral skeleton are frequently at odds with tree-based molecular approaches. Additionally, a 

6 dearth of species-level molecular markers has made species delimitation particularly challenging 

7 in species-rich coral genera, leading to the widespread assumption that inter-specific 

8 hybridization might be responsible for this apparent conundrum. Here, we used three lines of 

9 evidence – morphology, breeding trials and molecular approaches – to identify species 

10 boundaries in a group of ecologically important tabular Acropora corals. In contrast to previous 

11 studies, our morphological analyses yielded groups that were congruent with experimental 

12 crosses as well as with coalescent-based and allele sharing-based multilocus approaches to 

13 species delimitation. Our results suggest that species of the genus Acropora are reproductively 

14 isolated and independently evolving units that can be distinguished morphologically. These 

15 findings not only pave the way for a taxonomic revision of coral species, but also outline an 

16 approach that can provide a solid basis to address species delimitation and provide conservation 

17 support to a wide variety of keystone organisms.

18

19 Keywords: Acropora, coral reefs, taxonomy, reproductive isolation, hybridization
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21

22 A working coral taxonomy is crucial for meaningful physiological, ecological and population 

23 genetic studies of these keystone organisms, as well as for the effective management and 

24 conservation of the ecosystems they support (Knowlton et al. 1992; Knowlton 2001). Even 

25 though climate and anthropogenic disturbances represent substantial threats to these ecosystems 

26 (Pandolfi et al. 2003; Carpenter et al. 2008; Hughes et al. 2017, 2018a), the taxonomy and 

27 systematics of some of the most vulnerable and diverse genera remain obscure (Fukami et al. 

28 2004b; Richards et al. 2016). Such is the case for corals of the genus Acropora, the species of 

29 which are among those most affected by global warming (Marshall and Baird 2000; Carpenter et 

30 al. 2008; Hughes et al. 2018b). The genus is abundant on most reefs throughout the world’s 

31 tropical and sub-tropical oceans and with more than 400 nominal species it is the most diverse 

32 extant reef-building coral genus (Wallace and Willis 1994; Wallace 1999). Consequently, 

33 ascertaining species boundaries in this genus will not only advance approaches to delineate 

34 species in corals, but is also critical to understand the global response of coral reefs to climate 

35 change.

36 Distinguishing scleractinian coral species has always been a challenge, particularly in 

37 species-rich genera (Kitahara et al. 2016). The genus Acropora is emblematic of these 

38 difficulties: traditional morphological taxonomy has been mired in confusion, best highlighted 

39 by the fact that only 122 of approximately 400 nominal species were considered valid in the 

40 most recent revision of the genus (Wallace et al. 2012). Similarly, standard molecular 

41 approaches based on genetic distances or species-level monophyly have failed to delineate 

42 species. Indeed, closely related Acropora morphospecies usually turn out to be interspersed in 
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43 mitochondrial and nuclear gene trees (Odorico and Miller 1997; van Oppen et al. 2001; Márquez 

44 et al. 2002; Suzuki et al. 2016), which has been widely interpreted as evidence for ongoing 

45 hybridization between coral species (the “syngameon” concept; Veron 1995). 

46 However, there are alternative interpretations of such widespread non-monophyly 

47 (Vollmer and Palumbi 2002; Funk and Omland 2003; Miller and van Oppen 2003). Polyphyletic 

48 patterns observed in gene trees can result from the incorrect identification of specimens, which is 

49 highly likely in morphologically diverse groups with an intricate taxonomy (Funk and Omland 

50 2003). In addition, the failure of alleles to sort after speciation can produce non-monophyletic 

51 species with intraspecific distances as large as or even larger than interspecific distances (Flot et 

52 al. 2010). Such incomplete lineage sorting is more likely in species groups that have recently 

53 diversified (e.g., Acropora ~6 Ma; Fukami et al. 2000), as well as in species with large effective 

54 population sizes. In such cases, single-locus species delimitation approaches that require 

55 monophyly are bound to fail (Dellicour and Flot 2018).

56 Tabular morphospecies of Acropora have several features that make them an intriguing 

57 group on which to propose and validate novel taxonomic approaches (Wallace and Willis 

58 1994): a high overall morphological similarity (Wallace 1999); the occurrence of multiple 

59 morphospecies in sympatry (Wallace 1985); and a substantial time overlap in gamete release 

60 across multiple described morphospecies (Harrison et al. 1984). Acropora hyacinthus (Dana 

61 1846) is considered the epitome of tabular morphospecies and is regarded as the senior synonym 

62 for eight other nominal species (e.g., A. bifurcata Nemenzo 1971, A. conferta (Quelch 1886), A. 

63 pectinata (Brook 1892), A. surculosa (Dana 1846); Wallace 1999; Veron 2000), whereas genetic 

64 analyses suggest that it is a complex of several cryptic species (Ladner and Palumbi 2012; 

65 Suzuki et al. 2016). In addition to incongruence between molecular markers and morphological 
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66 groupings (Márquez et al. 2002; Suzuki et al. 2016), the possibility of permeable cross-breeding 

67 barriers between morphospecies (as documented in A. hyacinthus vs. A. cytherea (Dana 1846)) 

68 casts further doubts on current species boundaries (Willis et al. 1997) and makes this group an 

69 exemplar system reflecting the challenges that affect coral taxonomy as a whole. 

70 Traditional coral taxonomy is based on features of the skeleton that can confound species 

71 delimitation due to morphological plasticity, potential homoplasy and cryptic diversity (Fukami 

72 et al. 2004b; Budd et al. 2010). However, morphology provides baseline information to identify 

73 primary species hypotheses that can be subjected to further analyses (PSHs; Puillandre et al. 

74 2012). In addition, if evidence supports such groups as independently evolving lineages, 

75 morphological analyses can help single out characters that are taxonomically informative 

76 (Wolstenholme et al. 2003). In this study, we compared three independent lines of evidence (i.e., 

77 morphology, breeding trials and molecular approaches) to delineate species boundaries and 

78 assess hybridization in three sympatric tabular Acropora (Supplementary Fig. S1 available on 

79 Dryad at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.k98sf7m5x), inhabiting the outer reef of Sesoko Island, 

80 Okinawa, Japan (Fig. 1a).

81

82 MATERIALS AND METHODS

83

84 Colony Sampling

85 In the days preceding the full moon of May 2018 (29/05/2018), fragments (~8×8cm) 

86 from living tabular colonies (n=36) of reproductively mature Acropora (min. diameter >20cm) 

87 were collected from the outer reef (26°37'44" N, 127°51'44" E) located south of the Tropical 
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88 Biosphere Research Center (TBRC) at Sesoko Island (Okinawa, Japan). The reproductive 

89 condition of the colonies was assessed by breaking branches to expose developing oocytes 

90 (Harrison et al. 1984; Baird and Marshall 2002), and avoiding peripheral areas of the colony and 

91 tips of branches, as they usually present no gametes (Wallace 1985). Tissue samples (~2cm3) 

92 from each colony were preserved in a guanidium thiocyanate solution (4M guanidine 

93 thiocyanate, 0.1% N-lauroylsarcosine sodium, 10mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 0.1M 2-mercaptoethanol; 

94 Fukami et al. 2004a) and alternatively in 95% ethanol for subsequent DNA extraction.

95

96 Morphological Taxonomy Assessment

97 Each colony was photographed in the field using an Olympus Tough TG-5 waterproof 

98 compact digital camera at the time of fragment collection (Olympus, Japan). After spawning, the 

99 fragments were bleached with a commercial solution of ~3-6% sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) for 

100 morphometric assessment, and then stored as vouchers at the Sesoko Station (specimen photos 

101 available on Morphobank Project 4065 at http://morphobank.org/permalink/?P4065). In addition 

102 to the collected specimens, 38 tabular Acropora skeletons deposited in the station from other 

103 field campaigns (2015, 2019) were also used for morphometric assessment (n= 74 colonies in 

104 total, Dataset S1 – Morphological data available on Dryad). Qualitative and quantitative 

105 characters adapted from previous studies were recorded and measured from the coral skeletons 

106 (Supplementary Table S1 available on Dryad, see Wallace 1999; Wolstenholme et al. 2003; 

107 Wallace et al. 2012). 

108 In order to provide a quantitative evaluation of the morphological taxonomic units 

109 (morphospecies), multivariate analyses of descriptive (qualitative) and morphometric 

110 (quantitative) characters were performed in R v3.6.2 (R Core Team 2018) through the Rstudio 
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111 console v1.2.5033 (RStudio Team 2017). Qualitative characters along with categorized 

112 quantitative variables (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2 available on Dryad) were analyzed 

113 using hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) with simple match coefficient distances (nomclust 

114 package, v2.1.4) and the Ward clustering method (cluster package, v2.1.0, Fig. 1b). Quantitative 

115 variables with a normal distribution and homogeneity of variance (Supplementary Table S2 

116 available on Dryad) were analyzed using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) with the maximum 

117 likelihood (ML) estimator method (MASS v 7.3-51.5 and flipMultivariates v1.0.0), and a 

118 multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA, stats package v3.6.2) to test for significant 

119 differences (Supplementary Fig. S2a available on Dryad). Finally, using the complete 

120 morphological dataset, a factor analysis of mixed data (FAMD) was performed (FactoMineR, 

121 v2.3 and factoextra v1.0.7) to identify morphological groupings supported by all features, and to 

122 determine how much each variable contributed to the differentiation (Fig. 1c and Supplementary 

123 Fig. S2b available on Dryad). Morphospecies (groups) obtained from this morphological 

124 assessment were used as primary species hypotheses (PSHs; Puillandre et al. 2012). 

125

126 Field Identification and Taxonomic Identity of the Morphospecies

127 Acropora bifurcata, A. cytherea and A. hyacinthus were identified in the field following 

128 Veron (2000). The main field characters for each species are as follows; A. hyacinthus has 

129 tapered (gradually narrowing) branches with labellate (liplike) radial corallites with a flaring lip 

130 and colonies are orange-red; A. cytherea has terete (cylindrical) branches with labellate radial 

131 corallites with an extended outer lip and colonies are dark brown; A. bifurcata has terete 

132 branches with labellate radial corallites with a square lip and colonies are light brown (see 
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133 images in Fig. 1b, color of colonies in the field and shape of radial corallites). Most local coral 

134 researchers would readily agree with the field identifications of A. cytherea and A. hyacinthus, 

135 however, A. bifurcata is not generally accepted as a valid species as it was considered a junior 

136 synonym of A. hyacinthus in the last major revision of the genus (Wallace 1999). In contrast, 

137 Veron (2000) accepted the species as valid but did not record it in Japan. However, field images 

138 in Nishihira and Veron (1995; see middle panel at p. 128) indicate that this species does occur in 

139 Japan but was identified by these authors as A. hyacinthus. Further information regarding type 

140 material and ongoing research into the taxonomic status of these species is presented below and 

141 summarized in Table 1.

142 Acropora hyacinthus (Dana 1846) has a type location in Fiji. A comparison of the 

143 colonies collected in this study to the lectotype designated by Wallace (1999, USNM 246; see 

144 http://n2t.net/ark:/65665/3fdf539df-6f98-4b91-a91c-53aa88a67457) indicates that there are 

145 significant differences in morphology. For example, the branches of the colonies at Sesoko are 

146 wider with more of a taper, which suggests that the species is distinct from that in Fiji. In 

147 consequence, the open nomenclature “aff.” is used in this study to indicate that the colonies 

148 found in Sesoko have affinities with A. hyacinthus but belong most likely to a distinct species.

149 Acropora cytherea (Dana 1846) has a type location in Tahiti. A comparison of the 

150 colonies from Japan to the lectotype designated by Wallace (1999; USNM 423, see 

151 http://n2t.net/ark:/65665/367cd18b6-2f69-4451-a32b-6ae18bacd0ab) suggests that the species is 

152 morphological similar to A. cytherea. In particular, colonies of both species have labellate radial 

153 corallites with an extended lip. Here we used the open nomenclature qualifier “cf.” to suggest 

154 that this species is possibly A. cytherea but further information will be required to confirm this 

155 assessment.
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156 Acropora bifurcata Nemenzo 1971 has a type location in the Philippines. Given the 

157 proximity of Okinawa to the Philippines and the morphological similarity of the colonies to the 

158 holotype (UP C-1295, see http://www.coenomap.org/fact-sheet/acropora-bifurcata/), notably the 

159 labellate radial corallites with a squared margin, we used the open nomenclature qualifier “cf.” 

160 to suggest the species is probably A. bifurcata but further information is required to confirm this.

161

162 Breeding Compatibility Experiments

163 Half of the collected colonies (n=18) were kept in running seawater tanks and separated 

164 in individual buckets a few hours before the predicted time of spawning. Immediately after 

165 spawning, buoyant gamete bundles containing eggs and sperm were collected at the water 

166 surface of each container for the first two colonies that spawned from each morphospecies (n=6). 

167 Once the eggs and sperm were separated, eggs were collected and serially washed in 0.2µm-

168 filtered seawater to remove sperm and decrease the potential for self-fertilization. A portion of 

169 the eggs (“eggs only” – control) was kept aside in order to control for gamete separation and 

170 fertilization that may arise from leftover sperm in the eggs sample (Willis et al. 1997). The 

171 concentrated sperm obtained from the bundles was diluted approximately to 1:50 by adding 

172 filtered seawater before performing the crosses. In order to evaluate fertilization compatibility 

173 between the different morphospecies, approximately 100 washed eggs of each individual were 

174 added to each sperm dilution according to the breeding trial matrix (Fig. 2a, Dataset S2 - 

175 Breeding trials data available on Dryad). 

176 Briefly, crosses were performed with gametes from 6 colonies for a total of n=6 eggs 

177 only controls and n=36 crosses: 6 self-control, 6 within morphospecies, and 24 between 
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178 morphospecies, with at least two replicates for each combination. The numbers of regularly 

179 shaped embryos (prawn chip stage) and unfertilized eggs were counted under a stereomicroscope 

180 approximately ten hours after the breeding trials started. Mean fertilization success (%) was 

181 calculated as the average proportion of embryos divided by the number of embryos plus the 

182 remaining unfertilized eggs (Dataset S2 - Breeding trials data available on Dryad). Non-

183 parametric Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test (stats package v3.6.2) was performed to test for 

184 significant differences in the mean proportion fertilized, and further post-hoc tests (PMCMR 

185 v4.3 and PMCMRplus v1.4.4) were implemented in R (RStudio Team 2017; R Core Team 2018) 

186 to determine which particular crosses had significantly different fertilization success (Fig. 2b). 

187

188 Preliminary Screening of Available Molecular Markers

189 To assess the species-level resolution of previously reported loci (Supplementary Table 

190 S3 available on Dryad), DNA was extracted from the 36 tissue samples preserved in guanidium 

191 thiocyanate solution using the NucleoSpin Tissue kit (Macherey-Nagel, Germany) and following 

192 the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA integrity was assessed on agarose gels (1%) and quality 

193 checked with a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). We used the 

194 primers and protocols detailed in Supplementary Table S4 available on Dryad to perform PCR-

195 based amplification then Sanger sequencing of the mitochondrial putative control region 

196 (AcroCR) and two nuclear exon-primed intron crossing (EPIC) markers (Ladner and Palumbi 

197 2012): a plasma membrane calcium-transporting ATPase (PMCA) and a frizzled-4 like homolog 

198 (FZD or exon 5491). Due to the relatively short span of these markers (545 and 639 bp 

199 respectively), we re-designed primers to extend the product length of the FZD marker. For this 

200 purpose, we mapped FZD sequences previously obtained for tabular Acropora (Ladner and 
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201 Palumbi 2012), to the available genome assemblies (see Supplementary Table S5 available on 

202 Dryad) of A. digitifera (Shinzato et al. 2011), A. millepora (Ying et al. 2019), A. hyacinthus 

203 (ReFuGe 2020 Consortium 2015; Liew et al. 2016), A. cervicornis and A. palmata (Kitchen et 

204 al. 2019) using Bowtie2 v2.3.4.3 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) in local configuration. The 

205 unambiguously mapped contigs of each genome were recovered and converted to BAM files 

206 using SAMtools v1.9 (Li et al. 2009), then transformed into BED formatted files with BEDtools 

207 v2.26.0 (Quinlan and Hall 2010). The mapped regions in the BED files were extended at least 

208 200 bp upstream and downstream, to be then recovered from the contig FASTA files using 

209 Seqkt v1.3 (Li 2013). Alignment between the extended mapped regions and FZD original 

210 sequences was performed using Mafft (E-INS-i method; Katoh and Toh 2008).The consensus 

211 sequence for FZD (including ambiguities) was obtained from the alignment using SeaView 

212 v4.6.4 (Gouy et al. 2010) and used as target to design primers using Primer3web v4.1 

213 (Untergasser et al. 2012), by maximizing product length and allowing for a difference of 2ºC in 

214 melting temperature between primers.

215 Sanger sequencing of the products was performed at GenoScreen (Lille, France). 

216 Sequencher v5.4.6 (GeneCodes, USA) was used to edit the chromatograms (Dataset 3 – 

217 Chromatograms available on Dryad). Multiple sequence alignments for each locus were 

218 generated using the E-INS-i method (Katoh and Toh 2008) in the online implementation of 

219 Mafft v7.471 (available at https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/; Katoh et al. 2002). For the 

220 mitochondrial putative control region (AcroCR), alignments were used directly for the 

221 downstream analyses. For the sequences obtained of the EPIC markers, two different 

222 complementary phasing approaches were used. Sequences of heterozygous individuals 
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223 displaying alleles of the same length (without indel), were phased using SeqPHASE (step 1 and 

224 2 available at https://eeg-ebe.github.io/SeqPHASE/; Flot 2010) PHASE v2.1.1 (Stephens et al. 

225 2001; Stephens and Donnelly 2003). When length-variant heterozygotes were found in the 

226 dataset, Champuru v1.0 (Flot et al. 2006; Flot 2007) was used to phase those sequences in a first 

227 step. Subsequently, they were inputted as “known haplotype pairs” during SeqPHASE’s step 1, 

228 thereby contributing to the phasing of the other individuals. Allele pairs with posterior 

229 probability ≥ 0.9 were chosen, except when more than one possible pair with similar posterior 

230 probabilities was found. In such cases, alleles shared with the highest number of individuals or 

231 that were connected with the most frequent haplotypes in the network were selected.

232 Model-based genetic clustering of the phased EPIC sequences was performed using 

233 STRUCTURE v2.3.4 (Pritchard et al. 2000), with admixture model, correlated allele frequencies 

234 and no prior. Implementing StrAuto v1.0 (Chhatre and Emerson 2017), values from 1 – 10 for 

235 the inferred number of populations (K) were used (20 runs per K, 250,000 burnin, 1,000,000 

236 MCMC generations) to compute in parallel the probabilities of membership of each individual. 

237 Runs were further aligned, combined and finally merged using CLUMPP v1.1.2 (Jakobsson and 

238 Rosenberg 2007) and the Pophelper package v2.3.0 in R (Supplementary Figs. S3a and S3b 

239 available on Dryad; RStudio Team 2017; R Core Team 2018). Various species delimitation 

240 approaches were performed. 

241 For the allele sharing-based approach (Flot et al. 2010), the EPIC markers phased 

242 sequences were input directly into the online program HaplowebMaker (available at https://eeg-

243 ebe.github.io/HaplowebMaker/; Spöri and Flot 2020), from which haplowebs and the 

244 corresponding putative species or fields for recombination (FFRs; Doyle 1995) were obtained 

245 (Supplementary Fig. S3c available on Dryad). For the distance-based approach, the best model 
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246 of evolution was identified using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) value criterion in 

247 ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017). After converting the DNA alignments to bins using 

248 fasta2DNAbin (adegenet package v2.1.2), pairwise genetic distances using the closest available 

249 model to the best BIC score list were computed by dist.dna function (ape package v5.3) and 

250 histograms were plotted using ggplot2 v3.3.0.9 in R. Further phylogenetic analyses were 

251 performed under maximum likelihood (ML) with IQ-TREE v2.0.3 (Nguyen et al. 2015), using 

252 1000 ultrafast bootstrap replicates (-B 1000) and an additional step to optimize trees by nearest 

253 neighbor interchange (-bnni; Minh et al. 2013). Branches of the consensus trees with nodes with 

254 less than 85% of bootstrap support were collapsed using multi2di function (ape package v5.3). 

255 Trees (Supplementary Fig. S3e available on Dryad) were visualized and formatted using FigTree 

256 v1.4.4 (Rambaut 2018). Genomic regions of A. millepora (Ying et al. 2019) that mapped to each 

257 nuclear loci with Bowtie2 v2.3.4.3 (--local; Langmead and Salzberg 2012), were used as 

258 outgroup for the phylogenies. For AcroCR, the closest A. millepora match found using 

259 megaBLAST (against the nr/nt database, available at https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi? 

260 PAGE_TYPE=BlastSearch; Altschul et al. 1990) with GenBank accession number KY408102.1 

261 was used for that purpose instead (100% query coverage, 99.85% identity and E-value=0).

262 Overall, the mitochondrial AcroCR (Figs. 1d–1f) and the nuclear EPIC markers 

263 (Supplementary Fig. S3 available on Dryad) from the literature did not provide enough 

264 resolution at species-level. Model-based genetic clustering of the two EPIC markers was only 

265 able to recover two clusters (Supplementary Fig. S3a available on Dryad), neither congruent 

266 with the primary species hypotheses (PSHs) inferred from morphological species delimitation 

267 (Figs. 1b and 1c), nor with the fertilization success in breeding trials (Fig 2b). Similarly, 
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268 haplowebs obtained from these markers (Supplementary Fig. S3c available on Dryad) were not 

269 able to resolve them. Each morphospecies showed some private alleles but shared alleles 

270 connected individuals from different morphospecies into single fields for recombination (FFRs). 

271 Pairwise genetic distances and gene trees did not recover groups congruent with the other lines 

272 of evidence either (Supplementary Figs. S3d and S3e available on Dryad). For these reasons, we 

273 explored target enrichment followed by high-throughput sequencing to assess more accurately 

274 the species boundaries in this case study and to target for loci with enough resolution at species 

275 level that could be amplified in a larger dataset. 

276

277 Target-Enrichment Using the Scleractinian Bait Set

278 To find molecular markers that provide better resolution at the species level 

279 (Supplementary Table S3), we performed target-capture sequencing for nine of the samples (n= 

280 9, three from each morphospecies) preserved in 95% ethanol (Supplementary Table S6). DNA 

281 was extracted, its quality assessed and then sent to Arbor Biosciences (Ann Arbor, US) for 

282 library preparation (following Quattrini et al. 2018) and target capture sequencing (detailed in 

283 Cowman et al. 2020). For target enrichment of conserved elements (derived from exonic loci and 

284 ultraconserved elements (UCEs); Faircloth et al. 2012), we implemented a new set of baits 

285 (Cowman et al. 2020), that was re-designed from a set that originally targeted anthozoans 

286 (Quattrini et al. 2018). The new bait set targets hexacorallians (hexacoral-v2 bait set, 

287 scleractinian subset – 2,476 target loci) and has been successfully tested in a comprehensive 

288 sample of acroporids (Cowman et al. 2020). De-multiplexing, trimming, and assembly was 

289 performed according to the parameters and software previously tested in Acropora (Cowman et 

290 al. 2020). Subsequently, the contigs assembled for the nine tabular samples (Supplementary 
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291 Table S4) were matched to the baits employing PHYLUCE (Faircloth 2016) with default 

292 parameters (phyluce_assembly_match_contigs_to_probes). As a result, 2,060 loci (1,026 exons 

293 and 1,034 UCEs) were extracted into FASTA (phyluce_assembly _get_match_counts & 

294 phyluce_assembly_get_fastas_from_match_counts) to proceed with allele phasing using two 

295 different pipelines, described in the following sections (see Supplementary Table S3 available on 

296 Dryad for a summary).

297

298 Genetic Clustering and Preliminary Species Trees Using the Target-Enrichment Data Set

299 First, to generate a broad subset of loci that could be used to evaluate genetic clustering 

300 and estimate a preliminary species tree, loci were aligned (phyluce_align_seqcap_align --

301 incomplete -matrix --no-trim --aligner mafft) and globally trimmed using Gblocks (Castresana 

302 2000; Talavera and Castresana 2007) with default parameters 

303 (phyluce_align_get_gblocks_trimmed_alignments_ from_untrimmed). Phasing of the aligned 

304 loci was performed following the phase_everyone v0.1 or “Laninsky” pipeline (Baca et al. 2017; 

305 Alexander 2018a). Once alleles were obtained, they were aligned and processed following steps 

306 5 – 8 from the pipeline reference_ aligning_to_established_loci v0.0.3 (Baca et al. 2017; 

307 Alexander 2018b). Then, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were pulled out from each 

308 loci and filtered to ensure that only loci with data for at least one individual per morphospecies 

309 were included in the downstream analyses. SNPs for the resulting 1,889 loci (1,022 exons and 

310 867 UCEs) were used to perform a STRUCTURE analysis (Pritchard et al. 2000) parallelized 

311 through StrAuto (Chhatre and Emerson 2017), with K values from 1 – 9, admixture model, 

312 correlated allele frequencies and no prior (20 runs per K, 250,000 burnin, 1,000,000 MCMC 
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313 generations). CLUMPP (Jakobsson and Rosenberg 2007) and pophelper package tutorial 

314 (available at http://www.royfrancis.com/pophelper/articles) were used to align, combine and 

315 merge the runs. Evanno ΔK plots (Evanno et al. 2005) were used to determine the most likely 

316 number of clusters (K, Fig. 3a). Using ggplot2 v3.3.0.9 in R, the corresponding bar plots 

317 depicting the probability of individual membership to each cluster were obtained for the 

318 suggested K values (K= 3 or K=5), from which K=3 depicted better stratification of the samples 

319 according to their allele frequencies and suggested that there does not seem to be population 

320 structure within the putative species (Fig. 3b).

321 In addition, the most likely species tree was estimated with SNAPP v1.5.1 (Bryant et al. 

322 2012) through the CIPRES gateway (Miller et al. 2010). SNPs were extracted from the 

323 concatenated FASTA of a subset of 210 loci present in all the samples (128 UCEs and 82 exons) 

324 using fasta2DNAbin (adegenet package v2.1.2) and storing them in a Nexus file using the 

325 write.nexus.data function (ape package v5.3). This file was used to create the XML input file in 

326 the Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis Utility (BEAUti) v2.6.3 (Bouckaert et al. 2014, 2019). Five 

327 independent runs of BEAST were performed with MCMC length of 10,000,000, pre-burnin of 

328 100,000, sampling frequency of 1,000, and default model parameters. Output trees and log files 

329 were combined using LogCombiner v2.6.3 (Bouckaert et al. 2014, 2019). After 10% burnin, 

330 combined logs were input into Tracer v1.7.1 (Rambaut et al. 2018) to check MCMC 

331 convergence and effective sample sizes (ESS) > 200. TreeAnnotator v2.6.2 (Bouckaert et al. 

332 2014, 2019) was used to generate maximum clade credibility trees and DensiTree v2.2.7 

333 (Bouckaert 2010) to plot the corresponding consensus tree (Fig. 3b, left).

334

335 Estimation of a Resolved Extended Species Tree Using the Target-Enrichment Data Set
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336 Loci were first aligned and edge trimmed (phyluce_align_seqcap_align --taxa 9 –

337 incomplete-matrix) using PHYLUCE (Faircloth 2016). Subsequently, following the phasing 

338 tutorial (available at https://phyluce.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ tutorial-two.html; Andermann et al. 

339 2019), loci were phased into alleles for each individual. Allelic sequences were aligned 

340 (phyluce_align_seqcap_align --no-trim –ambiguous --incomplete-matrix) and globally trimmed 

341 (phyluce_align_get_gblocks_trimmed_alignments_from_ untrimmed). To remove sequences 

342 with unphased bases (N) that could cause problems in downstream analyses, loci alignments 

343 were further screened and filtered (phyluce_align_screen _alignments_for_problems). The 

344 resulting subset of 79 loci (TC79loci hereafter) was used to perform species delimitation from 

345 the data available for the target-enriched samples. To achieve this, we estimated a resolved 

346 extended species tree using the frequency of the quartet topologies of the individual gene trees 

347 build from the phased loci alignments. However, instead of mapping individuals to species as in 

348 an extended species tree (Rabiee et al. 2019), the resulting guide tree was obtained by mapping 

349 alleles to individuals.

350 Similar to the preliminary screening, IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al. 2015) was implemented to 

351 obtain individual ML trees from the phased FASTA alignments obtained from the TC79loci 

352 dataset. Those trees were used as input to run ASTRAL-III v5.7.3 (Zhang et al. 2018; Rabiee et 

353 al. 2019) and to estimate a resolved extended species tree following the ASTRAL tutorial 

354 (available at https://github.com/smirarab/ASTRAL/blob/master/astral-tutorial.md#running-

355 astral). After pruning branches with low support or local posterior probability (LPP) < 10% 

356 (Junier and Zdobnov 2010), the gene trees were used to generate a resolved extended species 

357 tree without constraining each morphospecies to be monophyletic and incorporating a mapping 
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358 file that assigned each allele sequence to an individual (-a option, Fig. 3c). Moreover, we used 

359 the same dataset to perform multi-locus species delimitation using quartet frequencies 

360 implementing SODA (Species bOundary Delimitation using Astral) v1.0.1 (Rabiee and Mirarab 

361 2020) with the default alpha (α) threshold of 0.05 (Fig. 3c, right).

362

363 Screening for Loci with Species-Level Resolution in the Target-Enrichment Data Set

364 To screen for markers providing resolution at species-level, we used the mutual allelic 

365 exclusivity criterion to define species boundaries. This criterion is always met before or at the 

366 same time as reciprocal monophyly; thereby it provides a more sensitive criterion to delineate 

367 species (Flot et al. 2010). Consequently, allele sharing-based species delimitation was performed 

368 on the TC79loci dataset using both haplowebs and the corresponding conspecificity matrix 

369 (Debortoli et al. 2016) obtained using the online programs HaplowebMaker and CoMa (Spöri 

370 and Flot 2020). There, a conspecificity score (CS) was calculated for each pair of individuals by 

371 subtracting the number of markers/loci that do not support them being conspecific (H, different 

372 species or heterospecific) from the number of markers/loci for which they are considered 

373 conspecific (C, same species or partition) [CS= C-H]. According to these scores, the matrix was 

374 then clustered and plotted (Fig. 3d) using the R package heatmap3 v1.1.7 with the Ward 

375 agglomeration method from the hclust function (stats package v3.6.2). Loci with at least one 

376 individual per genetic cluster (as identified in STRUCTURE) were kept, and their corresponding 

377 haplowebs were individually explored to assess their congruence with the conspecificity matrix, 

378 and the primary species hypotheses (PSHs) inferred from the morphological assessment and 

379 supported by the breeding trials. We selected loci with haplowebs depicting partitions (FFRs) 

380 congruent with the PSHs, and that provided resolution (genetic clusters containing different 
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381 PSHs did not lump in the same FFR) even when gaps were considered as missing data. From 

382 this reduced subset, three loci with different variability degrees were chosen as candidate regions 

383 to develop markers at species level (2 exons and 1 UCE loci, Fig. 3e). GenBank megaBLAST 

384 (Altschul et al. 1990) searches were implemented (nr/nt database) to find the closest annotated 

385 match for each locus and code them accordingly (TDH, DOPR and ASNA, see Supplementary 

386 Table S7 available on Dryad).

387

388 Developing Target-Enrichment Derived Markers for Larger Datasets

389 To delineate species boundaries without resorting to high-throughput techniques, we used 

390 an identical approach to that previously employed to extend the length of the EPIC markers (see 

391 primer re-design performed in the section Preliminary Screening of Available Molecular 

392 Markers and Supplementary Table S5). From the DNA extracted of the 36 tissue samples of 

393 Acropora preserved in the guanidium thiocyanate solution (Fukami et al. 2004a), PCR-based 

394 amplification followed by Sanger sequencing of the three target-enrichment derived loci was 

395 performed (Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 available on Dryad). Sequences obtained from 

396 GenoScreen (Lille, France) were processed and phased as for the preliminary screened EPIC 

397 markers (PMCA and FZD). 

398 In a first step, genetic clustering, potential population structure and admixture within the 

399 sympatric putative species was assessed using model-based genetic clustering for the derived 

400 target-capture markers (TDH, DOPR and ASNA). The corresponding ΔK plot and the bar plots 

401 to evaluate individual probability membership were performed using K =1 – 10 and the same 

402 parameters as before (Figs. 4a and 4b). Additionally, to detect clusters based on genetic 
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403 similarity and without relying in evolution models, a discriminant analysis of principal 

404 components (DAPC; Jombart et al. 2010) was completed using the package adegenet v2.1.2 in R 

405 (following Quattrini et al. 2019; Figs. 4c and 4d).

406

407 Molecular Delineation of Species Boundaries Using the Target-Enrichment Derived Markers

408 Among others, sampling pattern, speciation rate, species richness, mutation rate and 

409 effective population size tend to exert widely different effects and biases onto species 

410 delimitation methods (Dellicour and Flot 2018). To overcome these issues, we performed 

411 different approaches to delineate species boundaries in tabular Acropora study case. 

412 Distributions of pairwise genetic distances were first evaluated in search of a barcode gap (see 

413 on Dryad repository the Supplementary Fig. S4, right). As such, distance-based approaches 

414 might not work for recently diverged species, on which intraspecific distances may not be 

415 substantially smaller than interspecific ones. Consequently, we also used haplowebs and their 

416 corresponding conspecificity matrices to delineate species under the mutual allelic exclusivity 

417 criterion (Fig. 4e, Supplementary Table S8 available on Dryad). Instead of taking into account 

418 the genetic distances, such allele sharing-based approaches aggregate individuals based on the 

419 haplotypes they share, providing a more sensitive criterion to delineate closely related species 

420 (Flot et al. 2010).

421 To evaluate species boundaries under the reciprocal monophyly criterion, maximum 

422 likelihood phylogenies of individual (left in Supplementary Fig. S4 available on Dryad) and 

423 concatenated genes (Supplementary Fig. S5a available on Dryad) were performed on the target-

424 capture derived loci as described for the preliminary screening of available molecular markers. 

425 Additionally, the CIPRES gateway (Miller et al. 2010) was used to perform SNAPP and 
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426 estimate the posterior distribution of trees from the SNPs extracted from the three loci. 

427 Independent runs of BEAST v2.6.3 (Bouckaert et al. 2014, 2019) were performed with MCMC 

428 length of 10,000,000, pre-burnin of 100,000, sampling frequency of 1,000, and default model 

429 parameters. After 10% burnin, the output trees and log files were combined and examined for 

430 MCMC convergence. A cloudogram depicting the most frequently recovered species trees with 

431 individuals as terminal tips (Supplementary Fig. S5b available on Dryad) was generated from 

432 this analysis. In addition, individual ML trees obtained from the phylogenetic analyses 

433 performed with IQ-TREE, were used in a resolved extended species tree estimation using 

434 ASTRAL on the three loci, both when constraining each morphospecies to be monophyletic (top 

435 left inset in Supplementary Fig. S5c available on Dryad), and without such constraint (main 

436 resolved extended species tree in Supplementary Fig. S7c available on Dryad). In both cases, 

437 alleles were mapped to individuals to obtain the final tree (using ASTRAL’s -a option). Due to 

438 the small number of loci, species delimitation with SODA was not performed on this dataset.

439 To test for alternative species models a SNAPP coalescence-based analysis was 

440 performed (Supplementary Table S9 available on Dryad). The alternative models tested were: 1) 

441 a single species-model that includes individuals from the three morphospecies, in one complex; 

442 2) the two species-model supported by the current taxonomy in which A. hyacinthus and A. 

443 cytherea are considered different species but A. bifurcata is a synonym of the former; and 3) a 

444 three species-model (A. hyacinthus, A. cytherea and A. bifurcata), supported by the 

445 morphological and breeding trial approaches from this study. Five runs of SNAPP were 

446 performed using BEAST, with 48 path sampling steps, 100,000 MCMC and 10,000 of pre-

447 burnin (following Herrera and Shank 2016; Quattrini et al. 2019). Finally, ranking of the models 
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448 was performed using Bayes factor delimitation (BFD; Grummer et al. 2014; Leaché et al. 2014) 

449 by comparing the marginal likelihood estimates (MLE) obtained for each model by calculating 

450 the Bayes factor (BF; Kass and Raftery 1995) between the current taxonomy model (model 1, 

451 i.e. two accepted species) and the alternative species models (model x) , as suggested in the 

452 tutorial (BF= 2 * [model 1 -  model x]; Leaché and Bouckaert 2018). 

453 Additionally, a joint Bayesian analysis of species delimitation and species tree estimation 

454 was performed using Bayesian Phylogenetics and Phylogeography v4.2 (BPP; Yang 2015). We 

455 performed the A11-type analysis (Flouri et al. 2020), using Phylip alignments for each target-

456 capture derived loci obtained with the fas2phy function of the R package chopper v0.1.8. BPP 

457 was run for 200,000 generations, with a burnin of 20,000, and a sample frequency of 1 

458 (following McFadden et al. 2017). Comparison of replicate runs performed with each rjMCM 

459 algorithm, different starting tree topologies and initial seeds was performed to assess overall 

460 convergence. The influence of prior distributions of the ancestral population size (θ) and root 

461 age (τ0), was evaluated under three scenarios (similar to Leaché and Fujita 2010): 1) large 

462 ancestral population size and deep divergence, 2) small ancestral population size and shallow 

463 divergence, and 3) large ancestral population size and shallow divergence among species 

464 (Supplementary Table S10 available on Dryad). 

465

466 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

467

468 Morphology Yields Primary Species Hypotheses

469 We first examined our collected specimens for a series of morphological characters 

470 (Tables S1, S2 and Dataset S1 available on Dryad; Wallace 1999; Wolstenholme et al. 2003; 
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471 Wallace et al. 2012). Multivariate analysis clearly distinguished three morphospecies (Figs. 1b, 

472 1c and Supplementary Fig. S2a available on Dryad; n=74, P=<0.001), tentatively identified by 

473 comparison with the relevant type material as A. cf. cytherea, A. aff. hyacinthus and A. cf. 

474 bifurcata (see Table 1, Wallace 1999; Veron 2000; Wallace et al. 2012). The main features that 

475 contributed to the discrimination achieved by this analysis were the color of the colonies in the 

476 field, the shape and extent of crowding of the radial corallites (Fig. 1b) and the median length 

477 and width of the branches (Supplementary Fig. S2b). 

478

479 Mitochondrial Marker Analyses are at Odds with Morphology

480 As in previous studies of the genus Acropora (van Oppen et al. 2001; Márquez et al. 

481 2002), neither maximum-likelihood phylogeny (Fig. 1d) nor pairwise genetic distances (Figs. 1e 

482 and 1e) obtained from the mitochondrial putative control region (AcroCR) recovered groups 

483 congruent with the morphological analyses. Instead, specimens from the three morphospecies 

484 were scattered throughout the tree, a pattern that may result from incorrect identification of the 

485 colonies (caused for instance by morphological stasis or by phenotypic plasticity), incomplete 

486 lineage sorting or hybridization (Funk and Omland 2003). 

487 Due to considerable overlap in the time of spawning among Acropora species (Harrison 

488 et al. 1984; Baird et al. 2009) and their high rates of interspecific breeding in vitro (Willis et al. 

489 1997), hybridization has often been evoked as the most likely cause for the lack of species-level 

490 monophyly in this genus (Miller and van Oppen 2003; Willis et al. 2006). However, in groups 

491 with relatively recent diversification and significant population size, such as the A. hyacinthus 

492 species group (~2.58 Ma; Wallace 1999), shared ancestral polymorphisms caused by large 
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493 expected coalescent time should be considered as an alternative explanation. Distinguishing 

494 among these competing hypotheses requires several independent markers, which is impossible 

495 using only mitochondrial sequences (Sang and Zhong 2000).

496

497 Cross-fertilization Experiments Suggest no Hybridization Potential

498 In such situation, breeding trials not only supply an important layer of biologically 

499 relevant information for delimiting sympatric species but also provide a litmus test to assess 

500 hybridization potential based on in vitro fertilization success (Wallace and Willis 1994). 

501 Consequently, we evaluated mating compatibility by performing cross-fertilization experiments 

502 using representative colonies from each of the three morphospecies (Fig. 2a). Significant 

503 fertilization success only occurred in crosses performed within morphospecies (Kruskal-Wallis 

504 chi-squared= 23.26, df = 3, P= 3.565e-05), whereas all the other crosses resulted in almost no 

505 fertilization (Fig. 2b). The reproductively isolated groups delineated using this approach 

506 comprised only individuals of the same morphospecies, thereby supporting the boundaries 

507 inferred from morphology.

508

509 Molecular Evidence Supports the Primary Species Hypotheses

510 Since breeding compatibility experiments can only be performed between colonies that 

511 reproduce synchronously or within a few hours of difference (Willis et al. 1997), we extended 

512 the scope of the cross-fertilization trials by looking at patterns of genetic clustering and allele 

513 sharing, i.e. using genetic similarity and mutual allelic exclusivity as indirect evidence for 

514 reproductive isolation (Supplementary Table S3). Molecular approaches stemming from high-

515 throughput techniques have recently overcome long-standing methodological limitations of 
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516 molecular studies such as the small number of markers available and lack of species-level 

517 resolution (Cowman et al. 2020; Erickson et al. 2021). Here, three individuals per 

518 morphospecies (n=9) were analyzed applying an enrichment procedure designed to capture 

519 conserved elements (derived from UCEs and exonic loci) with a set of baits targeting hexacorals 

520 (Quattrini et al. 2018; Cowman et al. 2020). Using this approach, more than two thousand 

521 phased loci were recovered (1,026 exons and 1,034 UCEs, Supplementary Table S6).

522 Model-based genetic clustering using STRUCTURE (Figs. 3a and 3b), as well as an 

523 ASTRAL resolved extended species tree (Fig. 3c) of subsets of these loci (1889 and 79 loci 

524 respectively), identified groups that were consistent with both morphology and breeding trials. 

525 To verify this across a larger number of specimens, we screened the captured loci for candidate 

526 markers displaying allelic exclusivity for each cluster (79 loci, Fig. 3d). As a result, three nuclear 

527 loci – L-threonine 3-dehydrogenase (TDH), dopamine receptor 2 (DOPR) and ATPase ASNA-1 

528 (ASNA) (Fig. 3e) – were selected for PCR-based amplification of the 36 individuals in the 

529 tabular Acropora dataset followed by various molecular species delimitation approaches 

530 (Supplementary Tables S3, S4 and S7). 

531 Genetic clustering of the specimens (n=36) differentiated three groups that were 

532 congruent with both morphospecies hypotheses and breeding compatibility results (Figs. 4a-4d). 

533 As previously observed with the mitochondrial control region, the pairwise genetic distances 

534 between and within morphospecies overlapped for each marker (Supplementary Fig. S4, right), 

535 and neither the individual gene phylogenies (Supplementary Fig. S4, left), a concatenated tree 

536 (Supplementary Fig. S5a) nor a cloudogram (Supplementary Fig. S5b) inferred from these loci 

537 supported the reciprocal monophyly of the three species. 
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538 By contrast, each of the three species was recovered as monophyletic in the resolved 

539 extended species tree obtained using ASTRAL (Supplementary Fig. S5c), albeit with uncertain 

540 topology and low support for some clades. In addition, the haplowebs inferred from these three 

541 loci (Fig. 4e) and the conspecificity matrix summarizing them (Fig. 4f and Supplementary Table 

542 S8) all unequivocally supported the grouping of our samples into three reproductively isolated 

543 units. Similarly, coalescence-based (Supplementary Table S9) and Bayesian species delimitation 

544 analyses (Supplementary Table S10) supported the three-species model with decisive values 

545 (Bayes factor >10 and posterior probability > 0.95, respectively). 

546 These results challenge the generally accepted idea that morphospecies of Acropora 

547 cannot be distinguished using molecular approaches because of hybridization. On the contrary, 

548 despite being closely related these species appear to be reproductively isolated. It was possible to 

549 delineate them using target-enrichment followed by genomic sequencing (which probes 

550 thousands of markers but can yield incomplete data matrices) as well as using traditional PCR 

551 amplification followed by Sanger sequencing (which targets only one marker/individual at a 

552 time but yields high-quality, complete datasets). Hence, our results are different from other 

553 examples of successful molecular species delimitation based exclusively on high-throughput 

554 genomic sequencing (Quattrini et al. 2019; Erickson et al. 2021).

555

556 Conclusions

557 By using approaches sensitive enough to detect divergence at both the morphological and 

558 molecular levels, congruence between the three lines of evidence (i.e., morphology, breeding 

559 trials, and molecular approaches) demonstrates that it is possible to develop a robust coral 

560 taxonomy, thus helping to solve one of the greatest taxonomical conundrums since Linnaeus 
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561 (Kitahara et al. 2016). Comparing evidence from multiple independent sources improved 

562 confidence in coral species boundaries by illustrating that Acropora species, once considered a 

563 taxonomic nightmare, are actually reproductively isolated and independently evolving units that 

564 can be distinguished morphologically. 

565 Our findings show that allele sharing-based and coalescence-based multilocus approaches 

566 to species delimitation outperform mainstream methodologies relying on monophyly and genetic 

567 distance as the criteria to delineate boundaries, particularly between closely related species. 

568 Although our methodology was focused on the taxonomic revision of coral species, the 

569 approaches outlined here are in principle applicable to a wide variety of plant and animal taxa.

570

571 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

572 The main sequence datasets generated for this study have been placed in GenBank and SRA 

573 repositories (see Supplementary Tables S4 and S5 available in Dryad). All photographical 

574 records of the specimens used for this study have been deposited in MorphoBank (Project 4065, 

575 http://morphobank.org/permalink/?P4065). Alignments, trees and examples of scripts and 

576 commands used can be found in the GitHub repository 

577 (https://github.com/catalinarp/SpeciesDelimitationTabularAcropora). All other supplementary 

578 files and materials are available in the Dryad repository 

579 (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.k98sf7m5x). 

580

581 FUNDING
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874

875 FIGURE CAPTIONS

876

877 FIGURE 1. Morphology yields primary species hypotheses that are at odds with the mitochondrial 

878 phylogeny. a) Tabular Acropora at Sesoko Island outer reef (Okinawa, Japan); photo by A.H. 

879 Baird). b) Hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA, agglomerative coefficient= 0.95), along with 

880 the main morphological features that contributed to the differentiation for each morphospecies: 

881 color of colonies in the field (left) and shape and crowding of radial corallites along branches 

882 (right). c) Factor analysis of mixed data (FAMD) based on both qualitative and quantitative 

883 characters, distinguishing three morphospecies: A. cf. bifurcata, A. cf. cytherea and A. aff. 

884 hyacinthus. See also Figure S2 and Table S1 for additional information. d) Maximum likelihood 

885 (ML) phylogeny of the mitochondrial control region (AcroCR) using ultrafast bootstrap. 

886 Branches with less than 85% of bootstrap support (BS) were collapsed. e) Haplotype network of 

887 the AcroCR region shaded according to morphospecies, with gaps recoded as single base 

888 changes. f) Histogram of the pairwise genetic distances of the AcroCR sequences within and 

889 between morphospecies.

890

891 FIGURE 2. Cross-fertilization experiments suggest no hybridization potential. a) Gamete 

892 combinations (sperm x eggs) performed between representative colonies of each tabular 

893 Acropora morphospecies. b) Fertilization success (%) in each category of breeding trial, 

894 including the “eggs only” [top cells with bold border in a)] and the “self” fertilization controls 
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895 [diagonal cells with bold font in a)] to account for sperm contamination and potential self-

896 compatibility respectively.

897

898 FIGURE 3. Screening of target capture-derived markers. a) Evanno ΔK plot (above) depicting two 

899 possible optimal cluster (K) values (dashed lines) and bar plots (below) displaying the individual 

900 probability of membership assigned using model-based clustering for each K value (1889 loci). 

901 The most frequent SNAPP tree (using 210 loci present in all samples) is depicted on the left side 

902 of the plots. b) ASTRAL resolved extended species tree with phased sequences color-coded 

903 according to the molecular species delineated by SODA, where alleles were mapped to 

904 individuals and nodes with less than 10% of local posterior probability (LPP) or low branch 

905 support were collapsed. c) Conspecificity score (CS) matrix for a subset of 79 target-enrichment 

906 sequenced loci used to perform a preliminary allele sharing-based species delimitation. d) 

907 Haplowebs of three loci displaying putative species delimitation under mutual allelic exclusivity 

908 criterion, congruent with model-based genetic clustering, species trees and the primary species 

909 hypotheses (PSHs) based on morphology and breeding trials.

910

911 FIGURE 4. Molecular evidence supports the primary species hypotheses in Acropora corals. a) 

912 Evanno ΔK plot highlighting the most likely number of genetic clusters in red. b) Bayesian 

913 model-based genetic structure plot depicting the probability of individual membership to each 

914 cluster when K=3. c) Optimal cluster number for the Discriminant analysis of principal 

915 components (DAPC) according to the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) statistic with the 

916 most likely K value highlighted in red (K=3). d) DAPC scatterplot depicting clustering based on 

917 genetic similarity among the individuals using two discriminant functions (DF). e) Haplowebs 
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918 delineating putative species based on the co-occurrence of alleles for each one of the nuclear 

919 markers defined from target-capture sequencing, color-coded according to morphospecies. f) 

920 Conspecificity score (CS) matrix summarizing the fields for recombination (FFRs) found using 

921 the allele sharing-based approach to delineate species with the three target-capture defined loci. 

922 The conspecific groups delineated by the FFRs of the three markers are congruent with the 

923 morphospecies and with the results from breeding trials (see Figs. 1 and 2). 
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TABLE 1. A summary of the research into the taxonomic identity of the species used in the 

study.

Nominal species,  
authority, accepted 
name (if different), 
type locality

Type material (ID) 
and current location

Type material vs. 
specimens in this study 
(ON qual) 

Ongoing and future 
perspectives

Madrepora hyacinthus 
(Dana 1846),  
Acropora hyacinthus, 
Fiji

Lectotype (USNM 
246) designated by 
Wallace (1999), 
deposited at the 
NMNH, SI 
(Washington D.C., 
US)

Distinctive morphological 
differences between 
specimens and type material, 
particularly in branch shape 
and width (“aff.”, affinity 
with a known species)

Ongoing molecular and 
morphological 
comparison to topotypes 
and other material from 
the Indo-Pacific

Madrepora cytherea 
(Dana 1846), 
Acropora cytherea, 
Tahiti

Lectotype (USNM 
423) designated by 
Wallace (1999), 
deposited at the 
NMNH, SI 
(Washington D.C., 
US)

Similar morphology, 
including that of the radial 
corallites (“cf.”, specimens 
closely resemble type 
material, but this needs to be 
confirmed)

Ongoing morphological 
comparison to lectotypes 
and molecular 
comparison to other 
material from the Indo-
Pacific

Acropora bifurcata
Nemenzo 1971, 
Philippines

Holotype (UP C-
1295), collected by 
Nemenzo (1971), 
deposited at UP, ZD 
(Quezon City, PH)

Geographical proximity to 
type location and similar 
morphology, including radial 
corallite shape (“cf.”, 
specimens closely resemble 
type material, but this will 
require confirmation)

Ongoing molecular and 
morphological 
comparison to topotypes 
and other material from 
the Indo-Pacific 

Catalog numbers from type material (ID) are depicted. Open nomenclature qualifiers (ON 

qual) were attributed according to the uncertainty degree in identification following Sigovini 

et al. (2016) and Cowman et al. (2020): affinis (aff.) and confer (cf.). Refer to “Field 

Identification and Taxonomic Identity of the Morphospecies” in Materials and Methods for 

further information. Abbreviations: United States National Museum (USNM), National 

Museum of Natural History (NMNH), Smithsonian Institution (SI), University of the 

Philippines (UP), Zoology Department (ZD). Country codes: United States (US), Philippines 

(PH).
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